In highly utilized rail networks, as in the Netherlands, conflicts and subsequent train delays propagate considerably in time and space during operations. In order to realistically forecast and minimize delay propagation, there is a need to extend short-term traffic planning up to several hours. On the other hand, as the magnitude of the time horizon increases the problem becomes computationally intractable and hard to tackle. In this paper, we decompose a long time horizon into tractable intervals to be solved in cascade with the objective of improving punctuality. We use the ROMA dispatching system to pro-actively detect and globally solve conflicts on each time interval. The future evolution of railway traffic is predicted on the basis of the actual track occupation, the Dutch signaling system and dynamic train characteristics. Extensive computational tests are carried out on the railway dispatching area between Utrecht and Den Bosch.
Introduction
The continuous growth of railway traffic is increasing the pressure on European railway companies to provide a satisfactory level of service with limited changes to the existing infrastructure. Traditionally, issues arising in railway traffic management can be divided into at least two categories according to different time perspectives. Timetabling mainly consists of designing a robust schedule for a large traffic network, i.e., several dispatching areas, and for a large time horizon, i.e., up to a year, and its resolution can require even days of computation. On the other hand, real-time dispatching (or rescheduling) assumes the existence of a timetable and deals with delay management. This process is applied on each dispatching area to adjust the perturbed traffic flow and generate a feasible schedule of rail operations while respecting strict time limits of computation, i.e., up to few minutes.
In the railway literature, several papers deal with models and algorithms for the train scheduling problem. For an overview of the proposed approaches, we refer the reader to the comprehensive surveys of Assad (1980) , Cordeau et al. (1998) , Oh et al. (2004) and Törnquist (2005) , and to the valuable contributions in Hansen et al. (2005) . Among recent contributions related to the real-time dispatching problem, Jacobs (2004) has developed a detailed model based on the identification of possible route conflicts with high accuracy, using the blocking time theory (Pachl 2002) , when the objective is to minimize additional running times. In presence of disturbances, an algorithm detects the infeasible train routes and solves each conflict locally based on train priorities. Mazzarello and Ottaviani (2007) describe the practical implementation of a real-time traffic management system that has been developed for the European project COMBINE, on a pilot site in The Netherlands. The aim is to test the feasibility of a completely automated system for conflict resolution and speed regulation. A detailed description of models and algorithms used within COMBINE is presented in Mascis et al. (2004) and Pacciarelli and Pranzo (2006) . Rodriguez (2007) focuses on the resolution of train conflicts and proposes a constraint programming formulation for the compound routing and sequencing problem. Computational experiments show that a truncated branch and bound algorithm can find satisfactory solutions for a rail junction within 3 min of computation time. Törnquist and Persson (2007) present a model for rescheduling trains in a rail network with several merging and crossing points. The problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program and solved with commercial software packages. Four strategies are proposed for reducing the solution space based on restrictions on reordering and rerouting actions. Computational experiments are based on instances with a single delayed train.
Despite the effort devoted to developing sophisticated dispatching procedures, few decision support systems exist to help traffic controllers during operations. These systems are able to provide good solutions only for small instances or for simple perturbations. Hence, the real-time dispatching process is still mainly under the control of human dispatchers who usually do not have precise information about the future evolution of train traffic and the chosen traffic control actions are often sub-optimal (Kauppi et al. 2006; van den Top 2006) . One of the reasons for this is the complexity of finding a good compromise between the solution quality, time horizon (or time span) of the traffic prediction and computation times. In fact, in order to take informed operational decisions, the dispatchers should know the short-term consequences of their actions. An accurate prediction of the effects of delays and other disturbances require detailed modelling and reflecting the actual state of the network, both the dynamic behavior of running trains and the dispatching measures used to control traffic. Hence, the delay propagation is not predictable by traffic controllers, especially in case of complex rail networks, high density traffic and severe disturbances. For these reasons, there is a need for an automatic decision support tool to forecast delays propagation in the rail network. This tool should operate sufficiently in advance to correctly quantify the effects of different dispatching measures and would enable traffic controllers to perform frequent incremental changes to the actual timetable to accommodate changes in traffic patterns due to disturbances.
In this paper, we use a real-time dispatching system, called ROMA (Railway traffic Optimization by Means of Alternative graphs), to automatically recover disturbances. ROMA is able to automatically control traffic, evaluating the We extend ROMA for the short-term prediction of train traffic in a dispatching area under strong disturbances. Specifically, the objective is to proactively evaluate the effects of train rescheduling actions for a time period of up to some hours within the same day. If the effects of standard delay management are deemed inadequate by the traffic controller, other drastic measures will be adopted, such as the use of emergency timetables or the cancellation of train routes.
The prediction of railway traffic can result into computationally intractable instances. In this context, Rodriguez (2000) has shown that a temporal decomposition and constraint programming approach can be used to compute suitable solutions in considerably less computation time compared to the global resolution of the problem. We also decompose the railway traffic into tractable time intervals to be solved in cascade. The coordination of each time interval is achieved by inserting the position and the speed of each train at the end of the time interval as an input constraint for the subsequent time interval and by also considering the constraints of the re-use of the same rolling stock for different train trips. The independent resolution of each hour of dispatching permit handling large time horizons within a linear increase of computation time. We compare this approach with a global formulation of the problem in order to evaluate the error due to the problem decomposition.
Our computational tests simulate the Utrecht -Den Bosch railway network, which is the control area of a human dispatcher. We study the short-term consequences of train delays and temporary unavailability of some tracks. The effects of increasing timetable disturbances are analyzed carefully while considering several timetable hours. Furthermore, randomly generated blocked tracks are included in order to obstruct a main traffic direction and to cause a serious propagation of train delays. The disturbance propagation is measured in terms of punctuality for each successive timetable hour.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the real-time train dispatching problem; Section 3 gives an introduction to ROMA while Section 4 describes the model extensions to tackle short-term traffic prediction. Section 5 presents the results of our computational experiments based on the dispatching area between Utrecht and Den Bosch.
Real-time train dispatching problem
A railway network consists of stations, links, block sections and signals. A block section is a track segment between two main signals and may host at most one train at a time. Signals and automatic train protection (ATP) control the train traffic by enforcing speed restrictions on running trains and imposing minimum safety separations between consecutive trains. Safety distance and time headways depend on the speeds of the consecutive trains, the braking rate of the second train, the train length of the first train and the signal spacing.
The passage of a train through a particular block section is called an operation. A route of a train is a sequence of operations to be traversed in a dispatching area during a service. Each operation requires a given running time which depends on the actual speed profile followed by the train while traversing the block section. A speed profile is furthermore constrained by rolling stock characteristics (maximum speed and acceleration and braking tables), physical infrastructure characteristics (maximum allowed speed and signaling system) and driver behaviors (braking and acceleration profiles when approaching variable signals aspects (D'Ariano et al. 2007b; D'Ariano and Albrecht 2006) ). The minimum time separations among the running trains translates into a minimum setup time between the exit of a train from a block section and the entrance of the subsequent train into the same block section.
We consider a cyclic timetable which describes the movement of all trains running in the network during a given hour, specifying, for each train, planned arrival/passing times at a set of relevant points along its route (e.g., stations, junctions, and the exit point of the network). At stations, a train is not allowed to depart from a platform stop before its scheduled departure time and is considered late if arriving at the platform after its scheduled arrival time. At a platform stop, the scheduled waiting time of each train is called dwell time. Additional real-world constraints related to passenger satisfaction should also be considered, such as minimum transfer time between connected train services. This is the time required to allow passengers alight from one train, move to another platform and board another train. Constraints due to rolling stock re-use must also be included while solving the problem. In fact, when dealing with short-term traffic predictions, a rolling stock can complete the round-trip of a train and be re-used as a new train, i.e., the rolling stock constraint. For this reason, railway timetables usually consider a turning buffer time between train routes, which is a time margin between the end of a train route and the start of a new train service using the same rolling stock. However, in case of severe disturbances, delays may propagate up to several hours and a train may be delayed because of the unavailability of its rolling stock.
Timetables are designed to satisfy all traffic regulations. However, in realtime, unexpected events occur that make the timetables infeasible. We define an entrance perturbation as entrance delays for trains entering the network and a timetable disruption as the modification of scheduled train speeds and routes, and dwell times within the network. Specifically, entrance delays are due to the delay propagation from previous dispatching areas, running time prolongation may occur because of headway conflicts between consecutive trains or technical failures, route changes are due to some block section being unavailable for a certain amount of time and dwell time perturbations are due to technical delays at station stops.
Real-time train dispatching copes with real-time infeasibilities by adjusting the timetable of each train, in terms of routing and timing, and by resequencing the trains at the entrance of each merging/crossing point. The railway traffic is predicted over a given time horizon, i.e., a given number of timetable hours. Its main goal is to minimize train delays while satisfying traffic regulations constraints and the compatibility with the real-time position of each train. The latter information enables the computation of the release time of each train, which is the minimum time at which the train can enter the network or reach the end of its current block section at the starting time of traffic prediction t 0 . Following the notation of D' Ariano et al. (2007b) , the total delay is the difference between the calculated train arrival time and the scheduled time at a relevant point in the network, and can be divided into two parts. The primary delay is caused by failures and disturbances and cannot be recovered by rescheduling train movements, except by exploiting available running time margins, i.e., trains traveling at maximum speed. The consecutive delay is caused by the interaction between trains running in the given time horizon of traffic prediction.
In our terminology, a conflict occurs when two or more trains claim the same block section simultaneously and one of the trains involved has to change its speed profile according to the constraints of the signaling system. The blocking time is the time interval in which a block section is exclusively allocated to a train and blocked for other trains (Pachl 2002) . A blocking time overlap would arise if the minimum distance headway between two trains is not satisfied (D'Ariano et al. 2007b) . A train speed profile is acceptable if this is compatible with the acceleration/braking rates usually performed by the train. A solution is therefore feasible if there are no conflicts between running trains, train distance headways are respected and each train has an acceptable speed profile.
The train dispatching problem can, therefore, be defined as follows: given a railway network, a set of train routes and passing/stopping times at each relevant point in the network, and the position and speed of each train at t 0 being fixed, find a conflict-free schedule with no blocking time overlaps, such that the selected train routes are not blocked, the speed profiles are acceptable, no train departs from a relevant point before its departure time, rolling stock constraints and connected train services are respected, and trains arrive at the relevant points with the smallest possible consecutive delay.
ROMA dispatching system
The ROMA dispatching system is designed as a decision support system for traffic controllers. Given a disturbed timetable, the real-time train dispatching problem is divided into three subproblems: (i) assigning a feasible route to each train in order to avoid blocked tracks, (ii) defining train orders and specifying the exact arrival and departure times at stations as well as at a set of relevant points in the network, such as junctions and passing points, and (iii) ensuring a minimum distance headway between trains while maintaining acceptable speed profiles. ROMA is able to solve the three subproblems automatically. Figure 1 presents the ROMA architecture, which is composed of interrelated modules. Next, we describe the function of each module and how the three subproblems are solved.
The load information module periodically collects information from the field. Primary condition for calculating future train movement is the availability of a detailed and accurately updated data set. Specifically, running times, setup times and blocking times for each operation are computed in accordance with the actual speed and position of each train at its entrance of the network, the current infrastructure status (e.g. track layout, signals, speed limits), the timetable data and the rolling stock characteristics. After the completion of the loading phase, the other modules of ROMA are executed assuming that real-time variations of these data would not affect the principal validity of the rescheduling solution. In this paper, we adopt ROMA to predict railway traffic for several time horizons. The solutions obtained are thus applicable in real- time only for those instances solved within 1 or 2 min, depending on the traffic conditions. However, the proposed dispatching system is a laboratory version tested on an off-line data set and does not include coupling to actual train monitoring data. A discussion of the necessary communication links between the running trains and the traffic control centers can be found in D 'Ariano et al. (2007b) .
The disruption recovery module checks if there are unavailable block sections in the network, rendering some route infeasible. This activity corresponds to the resolution of subproblem (i). This module discards infeasible routes from the list of prioritized routes, and assigns each train the feasible route with highest priority. If no feasible route is available for a train, the system requests external support by the human dispatcher.
The real-time optimization module is the decisional kernel of the traffic management system which is responsible for detecting and solving train conflicts while minimizing the propagation of delays. Given a feasible route for each train, this module defines a train scheduling that corresponds to determine the starting time of each operation. The conflict detection and resolution problem (i.e. subproblem (ii)) can be formulated as a job shop scheduling problem with no-store and other additional constraints (Mascis et al. 2004 ). Furthermore, Mascis and Pacciarelli (2002) showed that alternative graph is a suitable model for the job shop problem and several real-world constraints can be easily modeled by it. The real-time optimization module uses the alternative graph formulation of D'Ariano et al. (2007a) in which we formulate the train scheduling problem in first instance as a fixed-speed model. This formulation requires that a routing for each train is given and a fixed traversing time for each block section is known in advance, except for possible additional waiting time needed to solve conflicts. In case of conflicts, a passing order must be defined between the trains. A conflict-free schedule is obtained by solving an associated complex job shop problem. The main value of the alternative graph is the detailed representation of the network topology at the level of railway signal aspects and operational rules. Moreover, other constraints relevant to the railway practice can be included into the model, such as the ones described in Section 2.
Since the resolution of train conflicts has direct impact on the level of punctuality, in this paper we use two scheduling algorithms based on the alternative graph formulation:
• Branch and Bound (BB): This is an exhaustive algorithm that explores all the reordering alternatives and chooses the one minimizing the maximum consecutive delay. Here we consider a truncated branch and bound, introduced in D' Ariano et al. (2007a) , which returns a near-optimal schedule for practical size problems within a short computation time.
• First Come First Served (FCFS): This is a well-known dispatching rule which gives precedence to the train arriving first at a block section. This rule requires no dispatching action since trains pass at merging or crossing points on the basis of their actual order of arrival and not necessarily as planned in the timetable.
If the real-time optimization module is unable to find a conflict-free schedule, the dispatcher has to carry out other types of timetable modifications such as introducing new train routes, applying short-turning of trains in case of track blockage or even canceling train services at some stations.
In ROMA, the solution to subproblem (ii) presents deterministic blocking and waiting times and thus does not explicitly model the dynamic consequences of braking and subsequent acceleration imposed to avoid conflicts in the network. According to the Dutch signaling system, this means that the traversing time of each train on each block section is computed assuming green signal aspects. D' Ariano et al. (2007b) therefore present a variable speed model, based on an alternative graph formulation of the blocking time theory, that is able to solve subproblem (iii). The feasibility check module verifies whether or not the schedule is compatible with the actual train dynamics and signal aspects. For the Dutch railways, the latter case corresponds to the infeasible situation in which a train traverses a block section at yellow signal aspect without changing its speed profile, i.e. an overlap of blocking times in our model. The speed updating module therefore adjusts the train speed profile according to typical driver behaviors and to the dynamics of the rolling stock. Feasibility checks and speed updates are performed until an overlap-free schedule with acceptable speed profiles is obtained. As a result of this, the blocking times are then correctly recomputed. This dynamic control therefore coordinates the speed of successive trains on open tracks, secures the time windows at junction/crossing points and synchronizes the trains arriving at stations. In our computational experiments, we test the following ROMA configurations:
• Iterative scheduling strategy (D'Ariano et al. 2007b ): The real-time optimization, feasibility check and speed updating modules are performed iteratively. At each iteration, the real-time optimization module solves subproblem (ii), using BB or FCFS, and calls the feasibility check and speed updating modules for the resolution of subproblem (iii). The speed profile of the "first" unacceptable train is updated and another run of the real-time optimization module is performed considering an acceptable speed profile for this train. The iterative procedure is executed a finite number of times.
• Single scheduling strategy: This is a simplification of the iterative scheduling strategy. The subproblems (i) and (ii) are solved in cascade. The realtime optimization module solves subproblem (ii), using BB or FCFS, and calls the feasibility check and speed updating modules until admissible speed profiles are calculated for every train. Following this strategy, the sequencing obtained by the real-time optimization module is therefore not modified during the resolution of subproblem (iii).
Short-term traffic prediction
We now extend ROMA to forecast the propagation of train delays up to several hours, which corresponds to a short-term train dispatching problem. This is a large-scale decision problem with several decision variables and constraints. A common operations research practice to solve such a large decision problem is to decompose it into a series of smaller problems that progressively arrive at the final solution providing a good solution to the entire problem (Ovacik and Uzsoy 1997; Ahuja et al. 1993; Pardalos and Resende 2002) . Specifically, decomposition approaches have been proposed successfully to solve complex job shop scheduling problems, such as machine decomposition (Adams et al. 1988 ) and temporal decomposition (Chambers et al. 1991; Zeng et al. 1998 ). Section 4.1 describes the alternative graph formulation adopted to solve the problem. Section 4.2 then introduces two resolution procedures. The first is a global approach based on the resolution of a very big alternative graph, while the second consists of decomposing the time horizon of traffic prediction in intervals and adopting an alternative graph for solving each interval. In Section 4.3, an explanatory example of the procedures is also given, including a graphical representation of the alternative graphs.
Alternative graph formulation
Given an operation h, we denote with σ (h) the operation which follows h on its route. A timing specifies the starting time t h of each operation. Denoting with f h the running time of operation h, the running time constraint for operation h imposes that t σ (h) ≥ t h + f h , while the setup time constraint is respected for operation h if t k ≥ t σ (h) + f hk holds the next operation on the same block section (k). A timing t h is feasible if for every operation h the running and setup times constraints are satisfied. In addition, a feasible timing corresponds to a conflict-free and deadlock-free schedule.
An alternative graph is a triple G = (N, F, A) , where N is a set of nodes, F is a set of fixed arcs, and A is a set of pairs of alternative arcs. Each arc (h, k), either fixed or alternative, has a length w hk . A selection S is a set of alternative arcs obtained choosing at most one arc from each pair. The selection S is consistent if the graph G(S) = (N, F ∪ S) contains no positive length cycles. The selection S is complete if exactly one arc from each pair is selected. An empty selection is indicated as S ∅ and a partial selection as S . In our formulation, an operation h is associated to a node h of the alternative graph. Two additional dummy nodes 0 and n represent the start and end of the schedule, and each train route is modeled with a chain of fixed arcs from 0 to n. A fixed arc (h, k) corresponds to the precedence relation t k ≥ t h + w hk . Fixed arcs model feasible timings for the routes, i.e., for each operation h of a route there is a fixed arc (h, σ (h)) with length w hσ (h) = f h , resulting from its assigned speed profile. However, fixed arcs are used also to impose other constraints (e.g. release times, rolling stock constraints, connected train services) and to compute the consecutive delay of a schedule. Alternative arcs are used to avoid conflicts between trains. For each alternative pair ((σ (h), k), (σ (k), h) ), operations h and k are associated with the entrance of two trains in same block section. The length of the alternative arcs is given by the setup times, i.e., ensuring minimum distance headways between consecutive trains. A more detailed description of the alternative graph formulation of railway traffic management constraints can be found in D'Ariano et al. (2006, 2007a, b) and Mascis et al. (2004) .
Resolution procedures
This section describes the approaches adopted to solve the short-term train dispatching problem. After all the necessary information have been elaborated by the load information and disruption recovery modules, we generate an alternative graph G = (N, F, A) representing all the trains running during the entire time horizon. We then divide the time horizon in m time intervals. Clearly, when dealing with a single time interval (m = 1), no decomposition is performed and the approach corresponds to a global resolution. On the other hand, for m > 1 we adopt a temporal decomposition approach. In what follows, we explain the two approaches with reference to the algorithmic description of Fig. 2 .
The global resolution approach directly solves G = (N, F, A) using one of the scheduling strategy of Section 3. In this case (m = 1), τ is the length of the entire time horizon and a solution in the time interval [0, τ ] is denoted as G(S), where S is a complete consistent selection for G = (N, F, A) .
We now describe the temporal decomposition scheme for dispatching trains when the traffic prediction is enlarged up to several hours and the alternative graph G = (N, F, A) becomes difficult to solve due to the huge problem size. The large instance is thus divided into m tractable alternative graphs to be solved successively. In this case, we suppose that each graph is extended over a time interval of length τ .
The temporal decomposition approach may require the splitting of some train routes over two time intervals. The resolution of successive time intervals thus requires coordination constraints for the split train routes (i.e., the computation of feasible positions and speeds for those train routes). For example, if a train runs at maximum speed in a given time interval and has to brake at the entrance of the successive time interval there may be problems due to minimum required space headway and time for braking. It follows that the resolution of successive time intervals must be coordinated in order to avoid infeasibilities.
We solve the problem of coordinating m time intervals, enforcing some precedence relation constraints between consecutive time intervals, i.e., the coordination constraints. Given an i-th time interval, we use the solutions obtained for the previous time intervals to generate the graph G i (S ∅ ). Specifically, we set the release time of each train in G i (S ∅ ) according to the rolling stock re-use constraints. The "SetDecompositionConstraints" procedure of . A subset of alternative pairs X i is created to insert the timing constraints in G i (S ∅ ). Specifically, all alternative pairs of X i between two trains running in
The remaining unselected alternative pairs of X i are selected in G i (S ∅ ) giving precedence to the trains running in both time intervals. Finally, the resulting partially selected graph G i (S ) is solved. Successively, the alternative graph of the next time interval is generated and a new run of the "SetDecompositionConstraints" procedure is performed. This iterative procedure terminates when the m-th time interval is solved. In general, we define the set of all alternative pairs constrained between consecutive time intervals as X = X i with i = 2, ..., m. This decomposition procedure enables our dispatching system to compute locally feasible schedules corresponding to a globally feasible solution.
Illustrative example
Consider the small rail network reported in the upper part of . Furthermore, T A and T C are scheduled to be coupled at a platform track station outside the railway area considered. In other words, T A runs completely over its network route and, after a turning buffer time, its rolling stock is re-used by T C . For simplicity, in this example we do not specify the running and setup times of the involved trains, and we only show the location of the most relevant block signals.
The alternative graph shown in the lower part of Fig. 3 represents the global formulation approach, i.e., all the running trains are modeled in the graph. We denote a node with the pair (train, block section) of the associated operation, except for the dummy nodes. The number on each node corresponds to In general, a train T y arriving in the dummy node n at a time greater than π T y will be late. The fixed arc connecting T A with T C is used to represent the rolling stock constraint between these two trains and the corresponding turning buffer time has length σ T A T C . There are ten alternative pairs, which are depicted by dashed arcs. We now show how the small example of Fig. 3 can be temporally decomposed into two instances. Let τ be the length of the time interval of each instance. In the alternative graph of Fig. 4(a) , we show the alternative graph formulation of [0,τ ] . Two trains, T A and T B , and four alternative pairs are depicted in this graph.
A dispatching solution to [0,τ ] leads to the graph shown in Fig. 4(b) , in which T A precedes T B on the block sections 4, 5, 6 and 7. Specifically, only the selected alternative arcs are depicted in Fig. 4(b) . Let t T B be the time at which the first operation of T B starts in [τ ,2τ ] , corresponding to the entrance of block section 5, and let t * T B be the minimum time required to stop T B in [τ ,2τ ] . In order to solve [τ ,2τ ] after the resolution of [0,τ ], T B must not change its speed profile at least until t * T B . In Fig. 4(c) , we depict the alternative graph of [τ ,2τ ] . Since T B has coordination constraints with T C until t * T B
, this must be the first train passing on block sections 4 and 5, corresponding to the selection of two alternative arcs in the graph of [τ ,2τ ] . The set X therefore contains the two corresponding alternative pairs. To compute a complete selection for this graph, four alternative pairs must be selected. In this way, we ensure that the solution to [τ ,2τ ] is compatible with the solution to [0,τ ] . In order to include the rolling stock constraint [τ ,2τ ] between T A and T C , we also have to model a new release time α * T C , which must include the original release time α T C plus the delay of the rolling stock used by T A , if positive. The solution obtained combining the local solution to the three graphs of Fig. 4 may be sub-optimal, even if every graph is solved to optimality. This is clearly due to the presence of the coordination constraints between consecutive time intervals, which are needed to compute a feasible global solution.
Computational experiments
This section presents our experiments on a large sample of practical size instances. We consider the dispatching area of the route Utrecht-Den Bosch, a bottleneck of the Dutch railway network. We study the network simulating disturbed traffic conditions, i.e., entrance delays, dwell time perturbations and blocked tracks. Dispatching algorithms are implemented in C++ language and executed on a laptop equipped with a 1.6 GHz Pentium M processor.
Test case description
Our computational tests simulate the area of control of a human dispatcher. The railway area under study is shown in Fig. 5 , and consists of 191 block sections and 21 platforms. This railway includes the Den Bosch station and the line connecting Utrecht (Ut) to Den Bosch (Ht), which is around 50 km long. There are two main tracks, divided into one long corridor for each traffic direction, a dedicated stop for freight trains (Ozbm) and seven intermediate passenger stations: Utrecht Lunetten (Utl), Houten (Htn), Houten Castellum (Hc), Culemborg (Cl), Geldermalsen (Gdm), Zaltbommel (Zbm) and Den Bosch (Ht). Each traffic direction has nine entrances: Utrecht (Ut), Dordrecht (Ddr), Geldermalsen Yard, Nijmegen (Nm), Betuweroute, Oss (Oss), Den Bosch Yard, Eindhoven (Ehv) and Tilburg (Tl). Two extensions of the network, which are still under construction, are also modeled (block sections: 96, 98, 128, 129 and from 131 to 140).
We consider a 2007 timetable variant which is hourly, cyclic and extended to the entire railway area. During peak hours, 26 passengers and freight trains in both directions are scheduled for the area around Geldermalsen. A more complex situation occurs at Den Bosch station, where up to 40 trains are scheduled each hour. The infrastructure offers a few possibilities for train reordering and rerouting. For each train a default route and a set of local rerouting options are given. Rerouting options can be applied along corridors or within a station, where a train may be allowed to stop at different nearby platforms.
We incorporate in the model all the constraints described in Section 2. Specifically, we evaluate the effects of constraints due to minimum transfer time between connected train services. Rolling stock connections are provided Utl   Htn   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8   9   10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26   51  50  49  48  47  46  45  44  43  42  41  40  39  38  37   36  35  34  33  32  31  30  29  28 in Zaltbommel and Den Bosch stations. Connected train services (i.e., passenger connections) are modeled at Den Bosch station for the traffic directions from Ossen to Utrecht and vice versa. The minimum time for passenger connections varies from 2 to 5 min, depending on the distance between the arrival platforms. We also consider constraints due to the re-use of rolling stock when trains leave and enter the dispatching area. Intercity trains generally have long turning buffer times, and small delays are very likely to be completely absorbed. For local services, the situation is slightly different. Outside the studied dispatching area, some trains run along the corridors with long dwell times at major railway stations (up to 10 min), so we assume that delays will fade out. For others trains having larger delays or shorter dwell times, delays may survive the remaining part of their round-trip. In this case, we model rolling stock re-use constraints with the following assumptions: Trains with up to 2 h round-trip have a maximum turning buffer time of 12 min, while trains with larger round-trip times have one of 30 min. We test ROMA under severe disturbances. Effects of disruptions and entrance perturbations are studied while considering a time horizon of several timetable hours. Randomly generated disruptions are included in each hour of traffic prediction while a set of trains running in the first timetable hour is delayed on the basis of entrance perturbations chosen in a time window of typical train delays. Output delays of each hour cause extra entrance delays since the rolling stock is re-used on a cyclic basis and delays cannot be Table 1 Timetable disturbances description   Disturbance  Entrance perturbations  Timetable disruptions  category  Max  Delayed  Rerouted  Blocked  Perturbed  delay  trains  trains  tracks  dwell time   Small  300  5  0  0  0  Medium  900  10  5  1  30  Large  1500  20  10  4  60 completely absorbed. Moreover, disruptions obstruct main traffic directions and cause serious propagation of train delays. In fact, when a double track corridor is blocked in one of the two directions, trains traveling in opposite directions must share the only track available. Table 1 describes the disturbances used to test ROMA. The first column indicates the disturbance category. The second column presents the values of maximum entrance delay (in seconds), while the third column shows the number of trains with an entrance delay larger than zero. For those trains the entrance delay is chosen randomly according to a uniform distribution and up to a given maximum value. Three instances are generated for each value of columns 2 and 3, yielding a total of 27 entrance delay configurations. Columns 4, 5 and 6 are used to represent disruptions in the network. Column 4 gives the number of trains rerouted by the disruption recovery module. Column 5 shows the number of blocked tracks. Specifically, the case of one blocked track corresponds to the unavailability of block section 83, while the other disruption (the large disturbance) corresponds to the unavailability of block sections: 168, 164, 67 and 175. The last column shows the dwell time perturbations (in seconds) which are applied to all the rerouted trains at their perturbed station stops. For each couple (blocked tracks, dwell time perturbation), we generate a disrupted timetable and for each of these timetables we test the 27 perturbations. In total, there are 81 disturbances, which are divided in 45 small, 27 medium and 9 large.
In the following subsections, we present the computational results. We first evaluate the best ROMA configuration over a subset of large disturbances. Next, we provide a detailed description of the solutions obtained using the best configuration. Each run of the BB algorithm is truncated after 30 s of computation. Computation times and delays are always expressed in seconds.
Testing ROMA configurations
The real-time purpose of train dispatching imposes strict time limits to produce a new feasible timetable, limiting the execution of the real-time optimization module. A reduction of the computation time of the scheduling algorithm can be attained by decomposing the time horizon into reasonable time intervals, at the cost of less accurate schedules. In this subsection, we study these aspects for three large disturbances of Section 5.1. Table 2 presents a comparison between four ROMA configurations, varying the scheduling algorithm (BB or FCFS) and the scheduling strategy. The results are shown in terms of consecutive delays, since primary delays here are considered unavoidable. Each row of the table presents average results computed for increasing length of the time horizon. Specifically, the first column indicates the time horizon in terms of timetable hours. The second column reports on the solutions computed using the single scheduling strategy (case "Single") or the iterative scheduling strategy (case "Iterative"). Columns 3-6 and 7-10 show the results with BB and FCFS, respectively. Columns 3 and 7 give the maximum consecutive delays. Columns 4 and 8 show the average consecutive delays. Columns 5 and 9 indicate the average computation time of the four ROMA configurations over the 3 disturbances. Finally, columns 6 and 10 give the average number of speed profile adjustments due to trains facing a yellow or red signal aspect (i.e., the runs of the speed updating procedure). Being a simple counter, this indicator may be very sensitive to the number of running trains.
From this set of experiments, the combination of BB and iterative scheduling is the best configuration in terms of maximum consecutive delay minimization and provides good results in terms of average consecutive delays. However, the main difference between the four configurations is that the computation time increases considerably when the time horizon of traffic prediction is enlarged. This effect does not depend on the number of speed profile adjustments but is directly related to the scheduling process and instance size. When dealing with real-time application purposes, the global approach is only suitable for time horizons of up to 2 h. Table 3 presents a comparison of the two resolution approaches of Section 4.2 (i.e., the global and temporal decomposition) when varying the time horizon of traffic prediction. For both approaches, we use the best configuration of Table 2 , i.e., BB and iterative scheduling. The first column of Table 3 refers to the time horizon length, expressed in timetable hours. The second column reports on the solutions computed using the global approach (i.e., the first three rows) and temporal decomposition approach (i.e., the successive rows). Columns 3 and 4 show the maximum and average consecutive delays respectively. Columns 5 indicates the average computation time and column 6 gives the average number of speed profile adjustments. Column 7 presents the average number of trains running in the corresponding time horizon. We note that each hour of timetable has 40 running trains and the instances of the global approach increase of this number of trains for each hour of traffic prediction. However, the instances of the temporal decomposition approach present a larger number of trains. This is due to the fact that some delayed train routes are split into two consecutive hours of timetable, e.g. the time horizon of 9 h contains 25 split train routes. The average number of alternative pairs is indicated in column 8, while the last column shows the number of alternative pairs "fixed" when using the temporal decomposition approach. The global approach gives better results in terms of delay minimization, reducing on average the maximum consecutive delay of 21% compared to the temporal decomposition approach. The temporal decomposition approach is sub-optimal because a partial selection of alternative arcs is fixed (i.e., |X|) for the coordination of successive time intervals. On the other hand, the temporal decomposition is the only viable approach for computing traffic predictions over a time horizon of more than 3 h. The complexity of large time horizons is directly due to the number of alternative pairs (i.e., |A|), while the number of speed profile adjustments is not a critical time consuming factor. This first set of experiments allowed us to set the best ROMA configuration. Moreover, the decomposition approach offers similar results to the global approach while making the code more compatible with short-term predictions of rail operations.
Effects of timetable disturbances
The ROMA performance is now evaluated using the best configuration of Section 5.2 and the temporal decomposition approach. We study the overall set of disturbances of Section 5.1 when varying the time horizon of traffic prediction. The average results are reported for enlarging the time horizon length hour by hour, up to 9 timetable hours. Figure 6 shows the average times to compute short-term traffic predictions. Results are divided into the three disturbances categories of Table 1 . These computational results show that ROMA can handle 1 h instances within a few seconds (independently from the disturbance category), which is a reasonable time horizon length for a real-time decision support system. When dealing with larger time horizons and up to medium disturbances, ROMA returns, on average, a solution within 5 min of computation. Starting from a time horizon of 2 h, large disturbances are already too time consuming compared to real-time application purposes, i.e., considerable modifications of speed and location of trains may happen while the dispatching system is computing a solution. In this case, the most critical factor for a real-time use of such a system is not the time horizon length but the level of disturbance in the network. Besides, the presence of several blocked tracks may cause problems when computing a new feasible timetable in real-time.
Figures 7 and 8 show the average results in terms of maximum and average total delays. Since traffic perturbations are inserted in the first hour of timetable, in general, the maximum total delays increase between the first 2 h of traffic prediction and decrease strongly after the second hour of traffic prediction because of available recovery times. The average total delays also decrease when enlarging the time horizon length. However, the successive hours are still perturbed because of propagation of delays and of the presence of blocked tracks that do not allow a complete return to the original traffic situation. Figure 7 reports the total delays on the basis of different types of the entrance disturbances. The results, obtained for the overall set of instances, are divided into six plots. The three plots on the left show the maximum total delays for each disturbance category of Table 1 by varying the timetable disruption, the maximum entrance delay and the number of delayed trains. The average delays are similarly shown on the right of the figure. These plots describe the propagation of train delays, while dispatchers usually cannot precisely evaluate the short-term consequences of timetable disturbances in complicated railway networks. In fact, it is impossible for them to keep a complete check on all trains running in the railway network and predict and control their future movements. When dealing only with perturbations (small disruption), the maximum total delay drops to 20 s after a time period of 9 h. In case of blocked tracks (medium and large disruptions), the total delays are more difficult to recover as the trains change their scheduled routes. Different maximum values of entrance perturbations have a significant direct impact on the total delays. Similar results are obtained when changing the number of delayed trains.
As far as the total delay at each relevant point is concerned, from Fig. 8 we observe that Den Bosch (Ht) is the most critical stop in the first 2 h of traffic prediction. From the third hour on, the critical station becomes Zaltbommel (Zbm) and the largest delays are registered in the border areas of the railway network ("Out"). In general, when the short-term prediction enlarges over 3 h the average total delay stabilizes at Zaltbommel station, Den Bosch station and the border areas while decreasing at the other stations. After 9 h of traffic prediction, the average total delay is less than 1 min at all relevant points whereas the maximum total delay at the border areas is reduced of 77%. Furthermore, Den Bosch (Ht) registers the largest delay in the second hour of traffic prediction, i.e., around 20 min. This value is greater than the maximum total delay at the other stations.
Conclusions
This paper showed the effectiveness of our dispatching system in order to reduce the propagation of train delays. The proposed tool can be adopted for the real-time railway traffic control process and for the evaluation of disturbances of up to several timetable hours. While the temporal decomposition approach allows the resolution of large scheduling problems, the global approach is rather time consuming but offers better solutions in terms of delay minimization. Further research should therefore be addressed to the analysis of more sophisticated techniques of problem decomposition in order to fill the gap between solution quality and computation times, and to cope with the railway traffic management in consecutive dispatching areas.
More general research should address the problem of optimizing the use of other dispatching measures such as cancellation of train routes, modification of connected train services and ad-hoc rerouting actions. These measures may also influence train speed profiles and orders at conflict points, resulting in complex compound problems. In a paper to follow, we study a real-time railway traffic management system that combines retiming, reordering and local rerouting actions to recover train delays.
